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There are precious few interesting
man made systems whose success is
man-made
not critically dependent on software.
Twenty years from now,
now software people will be
sitting at the table and the other disciplines will
be sitting around the sides of the room.
Eb h dt R
Eberhardt
Rechtin,
hti 1993

There are precious few interesting software
systems anywhere whose success is not
critically dependent on the developers
practicing good systems engineering.
engineering
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What do we teach for a master’s
degree in software engineering?

•

•

•

The last effort to create a reference curriculum for graduate
software engineering education was by the SEI in the early
1990s.
There are, in effect, no current community
community-endorsed
endorsed
recommendations on what to teach software engineers –
nothing that recognizes how the world has changed.
Response: create a project to create a new reference
curriculum in software engineering
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The Integrated Software and
Systems Engineering Curriculum Project
•
•

•

Begun in May 2007 at Stevens Institute of Technology
SSponsored by DoD Director off SSystems and Software
S f
Engineering
Three products planned:
1.

A modern reference curriculum for a master’s degree in software
engineering that integrates an appropriate amount of systems engineering

2
2.

A modern
d
reference
f
curriculum
i l
for
f a master’s
’ degree
d
in
i systems
engineering that integrates an appropriate amount of software engineering

3.

A truly interdisciplinary degree that is neither systems nor software
engineering – it is both
5

1st Project – Graduate Software
Engineering Reference Curriculum
1 Understand the current state of SwE graduate education
1.

(November 2007)

2. Create GSwERC 0.25 with a small team, suitable for limited

review (February 2008)

3. Publicize effort through conferences, papers, website, etc

(c ntin
(continuous)
s)

4. Create GSwERC 0.50 suitable for broad community review

p
((October 2008))
and earlyy adoption

5. Create GSwERC 1.0 suitable for broad adoption (2009)
6 Transition stewardship to professional societies (2009)
6.
7. Foster adoption world-wide (2010 and beyond)
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SWEBOK coverage* across
28 SwE MS programs

*Coverage in
required and semirequired courses
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The evolving author team
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rick Adcock, Cranfield University and INCOSE
Edward Alef, General Motors
Mark Ardis, Rochester Institute of Technology
Larry Bernstein, Stevens Institute of Technology
Barry Boehm, University of Southern California
Pierre Bourque, Quebec University and SWEBOK
volunteer
John Bracket, Boston University
Murray Cantor, IBM
Lillian Cassel, Villanova and ACM participant
R b t Edson,
Robert
Ed
ANSER
Richard Fairley, Colorado Technical University
Dennis Frailey, Raytheon & Southern Methodist
University
Gary
G
y Hafen,
e , Lockheed Martin and N
NDIA
Thomas Hilburn, Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
University
Greg Hislop, Drexel University and IEEE
Computer Society participant
Dave Klappholz, Stevens Institute of Technology
Philippe Kruchten, University of British Columbia

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Phil Laplante, Pennsylvania State University, Great Valley
Scott Lucero, Department of Defense
Qiaoyun (Liz) Li, Wuhan University, China
James McDonald, Monmouth University
John McDermid, University of York, UK
Ernest McDuffie, National Coordination Office for
NITRD
Bret Michael, Naval Postgraduate School
William Milam, Ford
Ken Nidiffer, Software Engineering Institute
Art Pyster,
Pyster Stevens Institute of Technology
Doug Schmidt, Vanderbilt University
Mary Shaw, Carnegie Mellon University
Robert Suritis, IBM
c d Thayer,
ye , C
California
f
State
S
University
U
y at
Richard
Sacramento
Barrie Thompson, Sunderland University, UK
Richard Turner, Stevens Institute of Technology
Joseph Urban, Texas Technical University
Ricardo Valerdi, MIT & INCOSE
David Weiss, Avaya
Mary Jane Willshire, Colorado Technical University 8

Creating GSwERC 0.50
0 50 and 1.0
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1. Understand the current state of SWE ggraduate education
(November 2007)

2. Create GSwERC 0.25 with a small team, suitable for limited

review (February 2008)

3. Publicize effort through conferences, papers, website, etc

(
(continuous)
)

4. Create GSwERC 0.50 suitable for broad community review and

early adoption (October 2008)

5. Create GSwERC 1.0 suitable for broad adoption (2009)
6. Transition stewardship to professional societies (2009)
7. Foster adoption world-wide (2010 and beyond)
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Expectations at entry
1 The
1.
Th equivalent
i l t off an undergraduate
d
d t degree
d
in
i computing
ti or

an undergraduate degree in an engineering or scientific field
and a minor in computing
2. The equivalent of an introductory course in software

engineering
g
g
3. At least two years of practical experience in some aspect of

software engineering or software development
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Outcomes 1 to 4 at graduation
1.

Mastered the Core Bodyy of Knowledge
g

2.

Mastered at least one application domain, such as finance, medical,
transportation, or telecommunications, and one application type,
suchh as real-time,
l i
embedded,
b dd d safety-critical,
f
i i l or hi
highly
hl di
distributed
ib d
systems. That mastery includes understanding how differences in
domain and type manifest themselves in both the software itself
and in their engineering, and includes understanding how to learn a
new application domain or type.

3
3.

Mastered at least one knowledge area or sub
sub-area
area from the Core
Body of Knowledge to at least the Bloom Synthesis level.

4.

Demonstrated how to make ethical professional decisions and
practice
ti ethical
thi l professional
f i l bbehavior.
h i
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Outcomes 5 to 7 at graduation
5. Understand the relationship
p between software engineering
g
g

and systems engineering and be able to apply systems
engineering principles and practices in the engineering of
software.

6. Be able to work effectively as part of a team, including teams

that may be international and geographically distributed, to
develop quality software artifacts, and to lead in one area of
project development, such as project management,
requirements analysis
analysis, architecture,
architecture construction
construction, or quality
assurance.
7. Show abilityy to reconcile conflictingg project
p j
objectives,
j
findingg

acceptable compromises within limitations of cost, time,
knowledge, existing systems, and organizations.
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Outcomes 8 to 10 at graduation
8. Understand and appreciate the importance of feasibility

analysis, negotiation, effective work habits, leadership, and
good communication with stakeholders in a typical software
d l
development
t environment.
i
t
9. Understand how to learn new models, techniques, and

technologies as they emerge
emerge, and appreciate the necessity of
such continuing professional development.
10. Be able to analyze a current significant software technology,

articulate its strengths and weaknesses, and specify and
promote improvements or extensions to that technology.
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Curriculum architecture
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Implementation help
•

•

•

Comparison
C
i
off existing
i ti graduate
d t software
ft
engineering
i
i
programs with GSwERC recommendations – know how big
the gap is between recommendations and practice
Strategies recommended by the authors to implement
GSwERC
Hypothetical modifications of existing programs to more fully
satisfy GSwERC
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Seeking more involvement
•

•
•

•

Requests sent off to about 2000
named reviewers + postings to
various websites, etc.
Reviews due March 15
CSEET Workshop on February
18, proposed workshops at
ITiCSE in July,
July panel at INCOSE
IS, …
Want more comparisons
p
+
hypothetical implementations
from across many countries

www.GSwERC.org
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Issues remaining
1.

What will ppost-version 1.0 ggovernance be?

2.

How will DAU, AFIT, and NPS adopt GSwERC?

3.

Will OSD support the
h d
development
l
off an SE curriculum
i l
which has the same rigor and reach as GSwERC?
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Post Version 1
1.0
0 governance
•

At January workshop, author team restructured GSwERC from a single
very long volume into 3 volumes:
-

-

•
•

Vol I: Primary curriculum recommendations – heart of GSwERC
Vol II: Implementation guidance organized by specific programs who
are compared with GSwERC, propose adopting GSwERC, or have
experience adopting GSwERC
Vol III: Implementation guidance organized by issue, such as how to
recruit faculty with the right skills, or how to organize projects with
significant distributed development

Volume 1 has content that professional societies traditionally shepherd
Volumes II and III will p
provide insight
g from specific
p
named programs
p g
and is
not typically what professional societies shepherd
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Post version 1.0
Post-version
1 0 governance model
•

•

•

•

Must ensure stable governance post-version 1.0 release and strong
adoption support.
Can seek IEEE, ACM, and INCOSE joint governance of Volume I. Need to
establish our expectations for what they will do with it once they control
it. EExpect updates
d
around
d every 4 years. INCOSE likely
l k l to participate.
IEEE reasonably likely to participate. ACM less clear.
Another body could govern Volumes II and III.
III Frequent updates based
on adoption experiences. Could include discussion forums, wikis, and
other open collaboration structure more than “traditional” documents.
Modest fundingg required
q
for this. Governance byy universityy collaboration
led by Stevens or another university is likely at this point.
Implementation workshops at conferences, summer faculty workshops,
and
d other
th activities
ti iti would
ld promote
t adoption.
d ti
C
Could
ld seekk NSF or other
th
funding for this.
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SE reference curriculum
•

•

•

•

•

There is an INCOSE-sponsored SE reference curriculum, which was developed by
a team led byy Stevens.
Unlike GSwERC, the SE curriculum development process was relatively modest
effort without significant funding or widespread participation, doesn’t have
significant software engineering integration, and is not based on a robust and
mature SE body of knowledge because none exists.
INCOSE SE body of knowledge is relatively immature compared to the IEEE SwE
body of knowledge and needs to be updated.
updated (see
(
http://g2sebok.incose.org)
http // 2 b k i
)
INCOSE would like to mature the SE body of knowledge, which would be a
strong foundation on which to base an upgraded SE curriculum.
OSD is considering a project for the SERC to update and mature SE body of
knowledge and create mature SE reference curriculum. The effort would be
similar to GSwERC with open
p collaborative international participation,
p
p
fullyy
shared resulting IP, with INCOSE, IEEE, and NDIA participation.
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Summary
•

•

•

GSwERC is on-track to deliver a fresh reference curriculum that may
change how the world teaches graduate software engineering.
Uncertainties remain in post-version 1.0 governance, but we have viable
approach for way forward.
There is a need and an opportunity for an SE project which could have
similar impact.
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